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Performance Q1FY1920 Q4FY1819 Q3FY1819 FY1819 FY1718   FY1617   Apr16-now   

Mi25  -1.20% 4.21% 4.57% -11.68% 63.06% 71.27% 143.69% 

NIFTY 50 1.42% 7.01% -0.62% 14.94% 10.25% 18.56% 52.37% 

NIFTY 500 -0.06% 5.38% 0.59% 8.43% 11.47% 23.92% 49.69% 

NIFTY SMALLCAP 100 -7.07% 3.62% 4.70% -14.37% 11.56% 42.97% 26.92% 

 

 

 

Q1FY1920 also saw the smallcap index give back the small gains (as marked by the blue 
arrow above) that had accrued in the previous two quarters. Since Jan 2018 the 
smallcap index has been in a fall mode and is still trying to find its feet. The index is 
now up  +26.92% since the start of Mi25 in April 2016 vs +143.69% on the strategy. 
The Mi25 strategy has been resilient this quarter and is down by -1.2% vs -7.07% on 
the index. Over all the momentum strength is modest and one will still need to wait for 
small cap momentum to pick up to see bigger outperformance. The end of qtr draw-
down that started in Q4FY1718 hit a low at 35.75% and is currently at 25.58% 
 
In the current quarter we booked profits in IOLCP DHAMPUR etc and had some big 
losers in JKBANK and MAHABANK. Overall there were 11 exits in this quarter. The cash 
levels remained in single digit and current gainers include VINATIORGA and CGCL 
amongst others.  
 
All other Mi25 batches have been merged with the Friday series from start of this year. 
The performance for all Mi25 users will converge here. In the coming months we will 
reach out to each of the users with details of their portfolio status from date of join for 
extension of subscription services at no additional charges under our service guarantee 
 

Disclaimer: Return calculations take into account all transaction costs and slippages but do not include advisory fees and capital gains tax.  Past 
performance is no guarantee of future performance. Future performance will be largely dependant on market conditions and the trending nature of the 
market.  This update is not intended to solicit business. New clients wishing to participate must read the terms of service and risk disclosure fully at the 
website.  Alok Jain (Weekendinvesting.com)  provides advisory services as a SEBI RIA Regn No. INA100007532. Queries can be sent to 
alok@weekendinvesting.com 
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